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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 85

SECTION
   6

Machines and Machinery Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
34

alloy (AL OY)  N.  metal made by melting
together two or more metals, or a metal
and a nonmetal  (Brass is an alloy of
copper and zinc.)

apparatus (AP uh RAY tuhs)  N.  tools or
equipment necessary to do a job;
mechanism  (We will have to wait for
Greg to show us how this mining
apparatus works.)

automation (AW tuh MAY shuhn)  N.  a
system or equipment that is self-
regulating  (The plant now uses
automation to do many jobs previously
done by people.)

catapult (KAT uh PUHLT)  N.  device for
launching an aircraft from the deck of a
ship  (Owen designed a new catapult for
the navy to use on its aircraft carriers.)

cog (kahg)  N.  one of the toothlike
projections on the rim of a wheel that is
used to transfer motion by locking into
the teeth of a similar wheel  (When the
cog became bent, the wheel quit turning,
and the clock stopped.)

facilitate (fuh SIL i TAYT)  V.  to make easier;
to help bring about  (This new software
will facilitate almost all aspects of our
billing and production procedures.)

gadget (GAJ it)  N.  any small, helpful
device, usually mechanical in nature  (An
electric can opener is a very useful
gadget.)

galvanize (GAL vuh NYZ)  V.  to give metals
a rustproof coating of zinc  (At our plant,
we galvanize all iron before we put it into
production.)

granulate (GRAN yuh LAYT)  V.  to grind into
grains  (These machines granulate the
processed sugar cane in preparation for
bagging and marketing.)

hydraulic (hy DRAW lik)  ADJ.  operated by
or using the power or pressure of a liquid,
especially water, in motion  (Electricity can
be generated through hydraulic turbines.)

incandescent (IN kuhn DES uhnt)  ADJ.
giving off light because a material has
been heated white-hot  (We prefer using
incandescent light bulbs.)

installation (IN stuh LAY shuhn)  N.  the act
of putting in place  (Ray is supervising the
installation of the new hydraulic lifts.)

outrigger (OWT RIG ur)  N.  projecting
frame or span that runs out from the main
structure  (The outrigger of a jet provides
additional support for the tail unit.)

perforate (PUR fuh RAYT)  V.  to make a
pattern of holes in, allowing for ease in
separation  (This machine will perforate a
continuous sheet of 10,000 stamps.)

propulsion (pruh PUHL shuhn)  N.  a
propelling or driving force  (The propulsion
of this jet engine is greater than any we
have seen before.)

pulverize (PUHL vuh RYZ)  V.  to grind to
powder or break into small pieces  (Here
is where we pulverize flint to extract the
silica needed later in the production
process.)

readjust (REE uh JUHST)  V.  to arrange
again; to put in order again  (After I
readjust the valves, the engine should
work just fine.)

siphon (SY fuhn)  N.  a bent tube for
drawing liquid out of one container into
another by air pressure  (I need a
replacement siphon for the laboratory.)

sluggish (SLUHG ish)  ADJ.  slow-moving
or lacking energy  (My car is hard to start
and has a sluggish feel on very cold days.)

velocity (vuh LAHS i tee)  N.  speed; rate of
motion; swiftness  (When you hit the gas
pedal, it increases the velocity of your car.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with mechanical equipment and machinery.


